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Construction of a sidewalk along Westmark Avenue.

ECM 2.3.1 and 6.2

1. The adjacent neighbor does not want it installed (Adam Jurado - City Public Works Inspector 719-424-8499).
2. The sidewalk does not tie to any other pedestrian access route leaving pedestrians stranded.
3. The grades along Westmark Avenue do not meet ADA standards for longitudinal grade - up to 11+%. The
maximum longitudinal slope for an ADA accessible route is 5%. 11% creates a potential hazard for wheelchairs
rolling backwards or tipping over. This is a potential liability issue for the County.

Leave Westmark Avenue with no sidewalk as is the current condition.

1. The adjacent neighbor does not want it installed (Adam Jurado - City Public Works Inspector 719-424-8499).
2. The sidewalk does not tie to any other pedestrian access route leaving pedestrians stranded.
3. The grades along Westmark Avenue do not meet ADA standards for longitudinal grade - up to 11+%. The
maximum longitudinal slope for an ADA accessible route is 5%. 11% creates a potential hazard for wheelchairs
rolling backwards or tipping over. This is a potential liability issue for the County.

Westmark Avenue currently exists with no sidewalk. We request this condition remain unchanged.

Safety and liability concerns regarding pedestrian ADA accessibility and steep grades will be mitigated as this
roadway cannot not have an ADA accessible pedestrian route.

REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION:
Approved by the ECM Administrator
2.3.1/6.2
This request has been determined to have met the criteria for approval. A deviation from Section __________________ of the ECM is
hereby granted based on the justification provided.
┌
┐

└

┘

Denied by the ECM Administrator
This request has been determined not to have met criteria for approval. A deviation from Section __________________ of the ECM is
hereby denied.
┌
DISAPPROVED ┐

Engineering Department
└

05/10/2021 11:13:26 AM
dsdnijkamp
EPC Planning & Community
Development Department

┘

ECM ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS/CONDITIONS:

The criteria requires an accessible route to be constructed with all new development.
While there is a small section of sidewalk that would be missing along Westmark Ave, the
County has a program that will fill in that gap. PCD will place a request into DPW for the
balance of this sidewalk to be constructed when the development has been completed.
The ADA accessibility requirements allow for a grade steeper than 12:1 where the existing
street exceeds the maximum allowed slope of the path.
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